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The first novel in Gill Sanderson's heartwarming Dell Owen series, perfect for fans of Mia Faye, Laura Scott, Helen Scott Taylor, Grey's Anatomy and ER. Readers LOVE Gill's
gripping medical romances! 'I loved this book, fantastically well written' 5* reader review 'Brilliant story, Really enjoyable couldn't put it down and didn't want it to end' 5* reader
review 'Well written and researched and a compelling read to finish' 5* reader review Will he be the one to melt the Ice Queen's heart? Dr Mike Donovan doesn't believe in love at
first sight - until he meets midwife Jenny Carson for the first time and is instantly hooked. He knows she's the woman he's been searching for, and won't stop until he gets what
he wants. Jenny isn't so convinced; nicknamed "The Ice Woman", she won't let any man close to her after being burned by love in the past. Mike is determined to win over Jenny,
and eventually they grow closer. But a devastating accident could threaten everything they've built together - can Mike thaw Jenny's heart and keep the woman of his dreams?
Don't miss Gill Sanderson's enthralling medical romances, including the A Lakeland Practice and the Good, Bad and Ugly series.
Mia Mia Book 3 The Midwives of Lyrebird Lake – where every day brings a miracle. Angus Campbell is used to dealing with emergency situations. He's a rescue medic. But his
newly discovered son will require more than his professional training. Perhaps Angus's childhood home, Lyrebird Lake, is the best place to find rapport for both of them. Mia is
expecting a new arrival – but she wasn't expecting Angus. Six feet of sexy he-man is way out of her comfort zone. She will not get involved. But the man needs help. Her baby
could have the perfect family...but would they have love? And then there's the magical myth of the Lyrebirds…
Harlequin Medical Romance brings you a collection of three new titles, available now! Enjoy these stories packed with pulse-racing romance and heart-racing medical drama.
This Harlequin Medical Romance box set includes: HEALED BY THE MIDWIFE’S KISS The Midwives of Lighthouse Bay by Fiona McArthur One sizzling kiss with midwife
Catrina Thomas… Could happiness finally be within single dad Dr. Finn Foley’s grasp? FALLING FOR THE PREGNANT GP Sydney Surgeons by Lucy Clark Widowed surgeon
Ethan Janeway has locked his heart away. Then he meets CJ Nicholls, his new—and very pregnant!—boss. ONE WEEK TO WIN HIS HEART Sydney Surgeons by Lucy Clark
Their connection is instant! But with only one week together, can George Wilmont and Melody Janeway’s fling really become forever? Join HarlequinMyRewards.com to earn
FREE books and more. Earn points for all your Harlequin purchases from wherever you shop.
An Amish midwife and an Englisch doctor must embrace their differences to rescue a baby in need in this uplifting romance that will "warm your heart" (Marta Perry). Kyle Miller
never planned on becoming a country doctor. But when he's offered a medical practice in his sleepy hometown, Kyle knows he must return... and face the painful past he left
behind. Except the Amish community isn't quite ready for Kyle. Especially the pretty midwife who refuses to compromise her traditions with his modern medicine... The more Leah
Stoltzfus works with the handsome Englisch doctor, the more she finds herself caught between the expectations of her family and her own hopes for the future. It will take one
surprising revelation and one helpless baby in need of love to show Leah and Kyle that their bond may be greater than their differences... if Leah can find the courage to follow
her heart. "The Amish Teacher's Gift might have been the first book I've read by Rachel J. Good, but it won't be my last." -- Shelley Shepard Gray, New York Times bestselling
author
The midwife’s Christmas wish—a mistletoe proposal When bubbly midwife Lucy Harris meets Dr Max Curtis, she has no trouble believing his reputation as Dalverston’s resident
playboy! She longs to be immune to his killer smile and dark good looks, but every time she sees Max’s tenderness towards his tiny patients her frozen heart thaws a little…
Max’s flings are only ever short and sweet. But there’s something about caring Lucy that has him thinking long-term… As Christmas draws close, and the village’s festive lights
twinkle, Max’s thoughts turn from medicine…to marriage!
Healed by the Midwife's KissHarlequin
How did people of the past explain and deal with illness? This pioneering new book explores the wide range of healers and forms of healing in the southern half of the Italian
peninsula that was the kingdom of Naples between 1600 and 1800. Drawing on numerous sources, the book uncovers religious and popular ideas about disease and its
causation and cures--and uncovers new territory in the history of medicine.
Healed By The Midwife’s Kiss by Fiona McArthur
'A story of friendship like no other... breathtaking in its tenderness and inspiration.' The Hon. Dame Quentin Bryce AD CVO Two incredible women, an unlikely friendship, and a
united mission to save the lives of some of the world's poorest and most desperate women. Healing Lives reveals the untold tale of Mamitu Gashe, Dr Catherine Hamlin's
protégée, and the inspiring almost 60-year friendship between the two women. In 1962, three years after Drs Catherine and Reg Hamlin arrived in Ethiopia, an illiterate peasant
girl sought their aid. Mamitu Gashe was close to death and horrifically injured during childbirth after an arranged marriage - at the age of just fourteen to a man she'd never met in a remote mountain village. The Hamlins' Addis Ababa Fistula Hospital saved her and, in return, Mamitu dedicated her life to Catherine's mission. Under the iconic doctor's
guidance, Mamitu went from mopping floors and comforting her fellow patients, to becoming one of the most acclaimed fistula surgeons in the world, despite never having had a
day's schooling. This is the moving story of the friendship that saved the lives of over 60,000 of the poorest women on earth.
Dare these best friends… …risk it all? Midwife Quinn Davis and Dr. Milo Russell have been friends forever. So why is it now that they’re working together things have
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become…awkward? Quinn can’t get Milo out of her mind—and when they share an explosive kiss, she’s left questioning everything! Free-spirited Quinn never planned on settling
down…and Milo has a life plan of his own. Are they ready to think about a new life—together? From Harlequin Medical: Life and love in the world of modern medicine.
Paloma Martinez-Cruz argues that the medicine traditions of Mesoamerican women constitute a hemispheric intellectual lineage that continues to thrive despite the legacy of
colonization. Martinez-Cruz asserts that indigenous and mestiza women healers are custodians of a knowledge base that remains virtually uncharted. The few works looking at
the knowledge of women in Mesoamerica generally examine only the written—even academic—world, accessible only to the most elite segments of (customarily male) society.
These works have consistently excluded the essential repertoire and performed knowledge of women who think and work in ways other than the textual. And while two of the
book’s chapters critique contemporary novels, Martinez-Cruz also calls for the exploration of non-textual knowledge transmission. In this regard, the book's goals and methods
are close to those of performance scholarship and anthropology, and these methods reveal Mesoamerican women to be public intellectuals. In Women and Knowledge in
Mesoamerica, fieldwork and ethnography combine to reveal women healers as models of agency. Her multidisciplinary approach allows Martinez-Cruz to disrupt Euro-based
intellectual hegemony and to make a case for the epistemic authority of Native women. Written from a Chicana perspective, this study is learned, personal, and engaging for
anyone who is interested in the wisdom that prevailing analytical cultures have deemed “unintelligible.” As it turns out, those who are unacquainted with the sometimes surprising
extent and depth of wisdom of indigenous women healers simply haven’t been looking in the right places—outside the texts from which they have been consistently excluded.
Meet the caring midwives and gorgeous doctors of Lighthouse Bay. From bestselling Australian author Fiona McArthur! A Month to Marry the Midwife Midwife Ellie Swift has
devoted herself to beautiful Lighthouse Bay’s tiny hospital. After a painful divorce, she’s vowed never to get involved with another man — but then the sexy new locum
obstetrician walks through the door. Despite his own damaged heart, Sam Southwell is captivated by Ellie’s warmth and compassion. She’s a woman who deserves a fairy tale!
It won’t be easy to change her mind, but Sam’s never walked away from a challenge… Healed by the Midwife’s Kiss After Dr Finn Foley’s wife abandoned him and their
adorable baby daughter, he threw himself into being a father. But when he meets a kindred spirit in widowed midwife Catrina Thomas, he can’t resist getting to know her better.
One sizzling kiss later, the happiness Finn has been searching for finally seems within his grasp…if only he’s willing to claim it. The Midwife’s Secret Child When doctor
Raimondo Salvanelli was forced to walk out of her life, midwife Faith Fetherstone was heartbroken and, unknowingly, pregnant. Her letter to tell him went unanswered, so she
dedicated herself to being the best mum she could be. Now Raimondo has returned, having finally discovered he’s a dad! He so wants to be part of their lives, but can he
convince Faith to trust him with their daughter’s heart — and her own?
Staying several moves ahead has kept Troy Weathers alive in the world's most explosive hot spots. So when this marine learns that Olivia Laughton is being stalked, he
immediately takes her and their unborn child on the run. His instincts tell him it will require more than skill to keep them safe—and to prove just how much he wants to stay in their
lives. Olivia has no problem trusting Troy to keep her safe, or following his orders. It's believing their one night together was more than just a passionate fling that seems riskiest
of all. Still, with time running out and an unsuspected enemy closing in, Olivia knows Troy is her best chance at survival…and their baby's only shot at a promising future.
Eager to find a new life and, hopefully, true love, Lauren Celeste Newman moves from California for a new beginning in Cape May, New Jersey. The move quickly becomes her
worst nightmare...a haunted mansion. Afraid of haunting's in her new home, Lauren is drawn to Hank, who is everything she has ever wanted. He is tall, dark, captivatingly
handsome, filthy rich, and a genuine gentleman. Meanwhile, after meeting Lauren, Hank's hopes for a true and deep kind of love emerge. But he has a long, dark secret. Will
Hank risk telling Lauren of his true identity, that he is actually Sir Hendrick Scott Saylor, a 16th century explorer? Nothing is as it appears to be in this epic, paranormal love story.
See if desires can become a reality.
Falling for the midwife... Midwife Ellie Swift has devoted herself to beautiful Lighthouse Bay's tiny hospital. After a painful divorce, she's vowed never to get involved with another
man – but then the sexy new locum obstetrician walks through the door! Despite his own damaged heart, Sam Southwell is captivated by Ellie's warmth and compassion. She's a
woman who deserves a fairy tale! It won't be easy to change her mind, but Sam's never walked away from a challenge...
He’s the stranger she’ll never forget… …she’s the midwife he still wants! Midwife Cleo Wren is horrified to discover the gorgeous Spaniard she spent an impulsive night of
passion with is Dr. Felipe Gonzales, an eminent oncologist with VIP connections! She’s tempted to turn down the job of accompanying his young cousin back to his home in
Barcelona. But she accepts…on the understanding that they never revisit what happened. Now Cleo just has to stick to her own rules! From Harlequin Medical: Life and love in the
world of modern medicine.
To find the ancient treasure that will bring an end to an age-old feud, beautiful mystic Mona Graham chooses an unlikely ally to protect her on her quest -- Patrick Maxwell, rogue
knight and the Graham clan's sworn enemy, who has been captured and held for ransom. But even as the two journey to the hiding place of the Bloodstone, their own conflicting
needs for peace and freedom give way to a desire that cannot be denied....
Healed by the Midwife's Kiss by Fiona McArthur Can one woman change Finn's life for ever? When single dad Dr Finn Foley meets widowed midwife Catrina Thomas he can't
resist getting to know her better. But, one sizzling kiss later, could the happiness he's been searching for really be within his grasp?Reunited by Their Baby by Jennifer Taylor But
can she trust him with her heart... GP Beth Andrews has a wonderful job at The Larches Practice and a baby girl she adores. The only thing missing is her husband--until Callum
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O'Neill returns! Can she trust that this time he'll stay for ever?
A future family
After Dr Finn Foley's wife abandoned him and their adorable baby daughter he threw himself into being a father. But when he meets a kindred spirit in widowed midwife Catrina
Thomas he can't resist getting to know her better. One sizzling kiss later, the happiness Finn has been searching for finally seems within his grasp - if only he's willing to claim it!
He’s back to claim his family… But can Beth trust him with her heart? GP Beth Andrews has a wonderful job at The Larches Practice and a baby girl she adores. The only thing
missing is her husband! Now Callum O’Neill is back and he’s stunned and delighted to discover he has a much-wanted child. He’s determined to renew his marriage with Beth,
but can she trust that this time he’ll stay forever?
Synopsis coming soon.......
Life gets a lot harder for Amish midwife Kristi Lapp when a buggy wreck lands her in the hospital and leaves her with a pronounced limp. Among her biggest concerns is the wellbeing of her dog, Chinook, as she is no longer able to keep up with the high-energy Siberian husky. Adding insult to injury, Kristi fears she’ll never marry for love, for what man
would willingly wed a woman who needs help with even the most basic of household tasks? Shane Zimmerman moved to Seymour for a fresh start. The veterinarian is still
reeling from the loss of his wife and his unborn child. The coroner deemed aneurysm as the cause of death, but Shane still blames the Amish midwife—specifically, the herbal
remedies she prescribed. Shane meets Kristi when he discovers her wrecked buggy and takes her to the hospital. Soon, what started as common courtesy turns into a strong
mutual attraction. Yet the obstacles that bar a relationship between them are many. Will they find a way to stay together? Or will their differences prove too divisive to resolve?
Harlequin Medical Romance brings you a collection of three new titles, available now! Enjoy these stories packed with pulse-racing romance and heart-racing medical drama.
This Harlequin Medical Romance box set includes: HIS BLIND DATE BRIDE By Scarlet Wilson Surgeon Ivy is ready to meet up with ÔMr Right’. But when work calls her away
the chance is lost…until fate intervenes and Ivy’s blind date — Travis — arrives…as her new boss! SECOND CHANCE IN BARCELONA By Fiona McArthur Cleo is horrified to
discover that the gorgeous Spaniard she spent one impulsive night with is Felipe Gonzales, an eminent oncologist with VIP connections! They can’t revisit their passionate
encounter — can they? THE GP’S SECRET BABY WISH By Sue MacKay Lily has long learned to protect her heart. But Lily’s rulebook is about to disappear, because ex-fling
Max is her new colleague! And it’s getting harder to ignore their connection…
Finn can’t imagine loving anyone again… But could one woman change that forever? After Dr. Finn Foley’s wife abandoned him and their adorable baby daughter, he threw himself into being a father. But
when he meets a kindred spirit in widowed midwife Catrina Thomas, he can’t resist getting to know her better. One sizzling kiss later, the happiness Finn has been searching for finally seems within his
grasp…if only he’s willing to claim it!
IF YOU KISS A FROG, HE JUST MIGHT TURN INTO A PRINCE. IF YOU KISS A TOAD, HE'LL JUST PEE ON YOUR HAND. This is the book emotionally abusive partners do NOT want you to read. It
sounds so simple -- get out of a harsh relationship, remove the shrapnel, and move on. But some guys don't make that possible. Sometimes you get out of the relationship, like with a narcissist, but you can't
recover because he doesn't give you a chance. He won't leave you alone long enough. Alexandra Nouri knows that personality-disordered people, psychopaths, sociopaths, and their ilk, in fact make leaving
as difficult as possible. Getting out of a relationship with a narcissist is excruciating, but staying out of one takes the resolve of an Army. A narcissist is constantly pushing and pulling, devaluing you and
everything about you, sucking you back in and making you believe the two of you have a chance, and basically pushing some very tender buttons, all in a big fat confusing and chaotic mess. When a
relationship is ending, feeling hurt and angry is normal, but if you feel like you're losing your mind, like your very survival is being threatened, then this book is written with you in mind. Those feelings mean
he's messing with your head. And that's not cool. "Life," Aunt Alex says, "is uncertain, and mysterious. However, when it comes to life, you can count on three things. The sun will always rise in the East. If you
hold up a cast iron frying pan and then let it go, it will not hover in the air and make a tweety sound. And if you go back to a guy with a personality disorder, he WILL hurt you again." Their breakups are all the
same. Idealize, devalue, annihilate, string along, devalue, string along, annihilate, string along. The toad modus operandi gets very old and very boring, very fast. When he manipulates, deceives, and
encroaches on your boundaries, that's not a power struggle. Or an argument. That's abuse. Aunt Alex's Army is the answer. The Army will brief you, train you, and give you your marching orders to a toad-free
life. This is Aunt Alex's Army Manual, and here she musters the troops to lift up and empower the reader. You'll learn: * Who Toads Are * Who Kisses Them * Why Moving Forward Takes An Army * The
Three Toad Truths * The Five Toad Motivators for Getting Into Relationships * What Toadspeak is, and Why It Drives People Crazy * What To Do About It * Your Psyche's Information Highway, and How to
Pave New Roads to Health * The Five Army Maneuvers In Reality * Why It's Mandatory to Be All You Can Be There's nothing wrong with believing in epic love. There's just something wrong with expecting to
get it from a narcissist. "You lost him because you're not good enough" is the #1 most toxic, worthless lie an ex sometimes hears from the toad, from other people, and even the gremlins inside her head.
These are lies a toad wants you to believe -- that the reason you two aren't together right now in utter bliss is because you're not good enough. Not attractive enough, not interesting enough, not smart, happy,
compatible, sexy, open, fun enough, doesn't matter: He wants you to believe the reason you two aren't working out is because of a serious shortcoming in YOU. Usually this is very vague, with hints and
shrugging dissatisfaction. And he's really hoping this vagueness takes the focus off of the real causes of all the destruction: His absence of empathy. In the book Toads, and the Women Who Kiss Them Aunt
Alex's Army Manual, Alexandra Nouri gives legions of examples of their confusing, bizarre ways, and straightens them out for you. She supports you in your new quiet disregard for BS, and helps you rise
above the chaos and neurosis of his weird behavior. She translates the Toadspeak. She teaches you how to remove the shrapnel of his abuse so your broken heart can heal. A portion of the proceeds goes
to the Futures Without Violence Fund. Find them at www dot futureswithoutviolence dot org.
Torn apart by circumstance… Reunited by their child… When doctor Raimondo Salvanelli was forced to walk out of her life, midwife Faith Fetherstone was heartbroken and, unknowingly, pregnant! Her letter to
tell him went unanswered, so she dedicated herself to being the best mom she could be. Now Raimondo has returned, having finally discovered he’s a dad! He so wants to be part of their lives, but can he
convince Faith to trust him with their daughter’s heart—and her own? The Midwives of Lighthouse Bay trilogy Book 1 – A Month to Marry the Midwife Book 2 – Healed by the Midwife’s Kiss Book 3 – The
Midwife’s Secret Child “I absolutely adored the story.... Highly recommended for fans of contemporary romance. I look forward to reading more of Fiona McArthur's work.” —Goodreads on Healed by the
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Midwife’s Kiss “What a wonderful way to start a series Ms. McArthur has done with a book that was filled with plenty of emotion.... The way this story started with the prologue sets the fast-pace of this
story....” —Harlequin Junkie on A Month to Marry the Midwife
While books about champagne and wine abound, this particular book addresses a somehwat unsual aspect of the beverage, not as a mood-enhancing tipple, but as a remedy.
?Single midwife and the Prince! Fiercely independent Carmen O'Shannessy's in serious trouble. Becoming temporary midwife to Zandorran royalty solves her financial woes, but working alongside sinfully
gorgeous prince Zafar plays havoc with her resolute singledom! And when her dreams of Arabian nights with her enigmatic new boss come true, Carmen doubts her heart will ever recover from having to kiss
this prince goodbye... .
For those who wonder what relation actual Tantric practices bear to the "Tantric sex" currently being marketed so successfully in the West, David Gordon White has a simple answer: there is none. Sweeping
away centuries of misunderstandings and misrepresentations, White returns to original texts, images, and ritual practices to reconstruct the history of South Asian Tantra from the medieval period to the
present day. Kiss of the Yogini focuses on what White identifies as the sole truly distinctive feature of South Asian Tantra: sexualized ritual practices, especially as expressed in the medieval Kaula rites. Such
practices centered on the exchange of powerful, transformative sexual fluids between male practitioners and wild female bird and animal spirits known as Yoginis. It was only by "drinking" the sexual fluids of
the Yoginis that men could enter the family of the supreme godhead and thereby obtain supernatural powers and transform themselves into gods. By focusing on sexual rituals, White resituates South Asian
Tantra, in its precolonial form, at the center of religious, social, and political life, arguing that Tantra was the mainstream, and that in many ways it continues to influence contemporary Hinduism, even if
reformist misunderstandings relegate it to a marginal position. Kiss of the Yogini contains White's own translations from over a dozen Tantras that have never before been translated into any European
language. It will prove to be the definitive work for persons seeking to understand Tantra and the crucial role it has played in South Asian history, society, culture, and religion.
Dr Bennett's Babies - Healing Hands - Doctors By Specialty Series Coogee is one of those beach suburbs in Sydney where you could just settle down for ever. Great surf, great restaurants, great hotels and
fabulous old houses. And Coogee is not far from those iconic Sydney hospitals where Doctors By Specialty offer their particular healing. This time meet Marcus and Tilly in the battle of the birth suites. Can
the past that haunts Marcus, the hospital's new obstetrician, be healed by everyone's favourite, midwife Tilly? .
Live donor dilemma! Two strangers save a life on a plane and then share one tender Singapore night en route from London to Sydney. Dr Ailee Green knows a relationship is not an option before she gives
the gift that will save her brother's life. But surgeon, Fergus McVicker has other plans, plans that don’t include Ailee walking out of his and his daughter's world and he offers her something she's always
wanted. Can these two special surgeons find a life together?

A guide to having a healthy pregnancy discusses what to expect physically and emotionally during each trimester and through childbirth, how to keep in shape and develop
healthy eating habits, and how to cope with a newborn.
?A Christmas Miracle Midwife Kelsie Summers dreamed of her holiday on Europe's most luxurious train. On departure she can't believe her ill-timing when she sees Dr Lucas
Larimar on that platform in Venice. Lucas hates surprises. Offering his seat to the woman who jilted him fifteen years before was bad, but leaving her with his meddling
grandmother was a hundred times worse. Transport yourself into the glamorous night and through the next thirty-six hours as emotion, an unexpected medical drama and
grandmotherly interference help this midwife and doctor find their miracle for Christmas. Fiona McArthur.. '...tells a story which resonates with everything Christmas stands for.'
Harlequin Junkie. MIDWIFE IN A MILLION "...Ms McArthur has created characters that any reader can fall in love with." Cataromance
Has this wounded doc… met his match? Doctor Hugh Duncan might be determined to hide behind his scars on Sandpiper Island, but his new neighbor, nurse practitioner Gina, is
having none of it. He’s a doctor, and she needs his help to take care of the islanders. But Gina also understands how life-changing tragedy can be, and she wants to help mend
this gorgeous hero’s heart—even if that means losing her own to him in the process! “This one is terrific and compelling. Not only because it's her 125th book, but because it's
also a lovely romance with very special characters that touch your heart. A beautiful read.” -Goodreads on Falling for His Island Nurse “Pregnant Midwife on His Doorstep is a
heartwarming romance…. Lennox has penned a very strong story that pulls you forward and leaves you with a great Happily Ever After.” -Goodreads
The Healers Workbook follows on from A kiss from an Angel, an inspirational journey through grief and the loss of a child. A story of courage and healing after the stillbirth of
Gavin and Stacey OBriens first son, Finn in 2002. Stacey turned grief into a gift of healing and has shared her journey with countless nurses, midwives and students of
counselling, social work and mental health for over a decade. Realizing the health industry needed the answers to the many questions she was being asked, Stacey created The
Healers Workbook, a gift to the many warriors who serve their clients through their hardest and darkest days of grief, death and sickness. A special gift of self care practices in
this book ensures that many levels of healing and education will be gained so that our health industry can continue to benefit from the courage and caring hearts of the angels
who care for us all when we need it the most. Stacey will challenge you to make sure that you honour and care for yourself so that healing occurs on a daily basis. Love and
Healing to All.
Two heartbroken strangers… …brought together by their baby! Midwife Kayla was only intending to be a surrogate. But after tragedy strikes, she’s unexpectedly thrown into the
role of mother! Plus, the biological father—eternal bachelor doctor Jamie—wants to be involved! Kayla’s wary of his determination; she’s learned the hard way that her trust is
often misplaced. But as the heat between them rises, can she trust him enough to let him into her life…and her heart? “Their One-Night Twin Surprise is an absolutely adorable
story with all the emotions and tensions. Author Karin Baine weaved this story of betrayal, friendship, loneliness, love and family amid the medical drama in a spell-binding way to
the pages. Recommended for all readers of medical romance.” —Goodreads "Karin Baine is a phenomenally talented writer of contemporary romances who writes books that are
so poignant and well-written that they never fail to tug at the heartstrings.... Midwife Under the Mistletoe is a searingly emotional Medical Romance that is powerfully written,
wonderfully emotional and absolutely breathtaking." —Goodreads
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Harlequin Medical Romance brings you a collection of three new titles, available now! Enjoy these stories packed with pulse-racing romance and heart-racing medical drama.
This Harlequin Medical Romance box set includes: RESCUED BY THE SINGLE DAD DOC by Marion Lennox Dr. Rachel Tilding has learned never to let her guard down! Except
her new boss, single dad Dr. Tom Lavery, hasn’t read the memo… THE MIDWIFE’S SECRET CHILD by Fiona McArthur Can doctor Raimondo Salvanelli convince midwife Faith
Fetherstone she can trust him with his newly discovered daughter’s heart—and her own? THE NURSE’S TWIN SURPRISE by Sue MacKay ER nurse Molly isn’t sure she’s
ready to trust her feelings for sexy Dr. Nathan. Then temptation becomes irresistible! The result? A double baby bombshell!
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